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An extra heavy duty c
features to ensure simple

machine loerded with standard
ion and increased efficiency.

One person can unroll" in
measure, cut, reverse roll

The TarEet's steel frame incorporates laser cut precision and is
welded, not bolted, providing you
with the strongest and most
durable machine frame available.

wrap illl your carpet and vinyl
ply and accurately.

Although heavy in weight,

e

person can move the Target
it's
industrial strength casters.
ng
raise
breakrs
the machine off the
floor ernd keep it stationary.

User friendly computerized

I

The Target, equipped with many

controls automatically ensure
racy for all floodng no matter
thick the pile or what type of
Large table top allows you and
custorners to inspect the ca
vinyl before it goes out the door.
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"Your

Equipped with standard features to
and
increased efficiency the Target will
meet your cutting needs for many
years.

ensure simple operation

ur
or

standarcl features to ensure simple
operation and increased efficiency,
will meert your cutting needs for
many yerars.

plete source lfor floor covering cuttin(|
nd merchandisiing equipment."

The 1-arget's
open-ended, beltless
load cradle will fully
process the largest
rolls of carpet and
heaviest rolls of vinyl.

Advanced control

system inclldes
an auto-stop foot
and inch counter,
multiple cut presets
ano ensurels
accuracy on all
types of material.

The outside roller
can be adjusted to
increase or decrease
the si;:e of your
loading cradle!

The most d,urable
and simplestt to use
controls available!

EIELTLESS LOAD CRADL

USER FRIENDLY AUTOMATION

Self-sharpening,
circular blade rotates
as it moves down
the cuifting track.
Hold down guard
keeps material tight
& straight while
cutting.

The load sicle
cradle can be
adjusted latr;rally
toward or a\vay
from the control
side of the nrachine.
Saves time,5y
quickly aligning the

Longer blade life
reduces blade

materidwith the

changes

measuring vtheel!

CIRCULAR CUTTER

SHUTTLE CRADLE

Material can easily
be inspected as it
travels across the
table top. Variable
speed iadjustment
allows'you to slow
the maiohine to a
crawl for detailed
inspection.

Wrap arouncl

foot cable control,
spring loaderJ
roll-up arm, two

dumping mer:hanisms and shuttle
cradle provide for
ease of operation.

lnspect the carpet
and vinyl before it
goes out the door!

All are stand,ard
features on t,he
Target!

INSPECTION AREA

ONE PERSON OPERATION

Dumping
mechanisms will
remove, the cut
piece from the
roll-up cradle or
remove the full
roll fronr the load
cradle.

Rolling carpet or
vinyl pile/pattern
side out is a simple
one person, one
srep process.
Keep your
remnants cleien
and easily wrap
them for disp,tsyl

Add a nillfeeding
table for the ultimate
in cutting efficiency!

ROLL DUMPING

REVERSE ROLL

SPE(CIFICATIONS:
P}WER:220 volts - singte phase/60 hertz/15 amps
CUTTIN(i BLADE:5 1t2" cicutar

SIZE:7'\Yx19'Lx3'6"H
LIMITED WARRANII 3 years parts, 1 year tabor

Meets all UL and CSA satety standards.
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1-800 527-7057

3054 Norlh Highway 27
Clermont, Florida 3471
VQICE: 352-242-0400
FAX: 352-394-1449
1

E- MAI L:

brockie

@

accu-cut.com

Nif E R N ET www. accu-cut.com
Printe(l in Canada

